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Editorial
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GOLDEN WORDS

Get the Fuck Out of Stauffer

It’s a new year and all the same. Every
time school opens up again everyone gets
this cute dainty excitement about going
to the library and studying every day.
“Oh I’m gonna stay on campus all day
and study” they say, “Oh I’m not gonna
skip all my classes today” they say, all
knowing that this will inevitably last a
month maximum. But in the meantime,
we have to deal with everyone and their
frosh going to fulfill their little library
fantasy at Stauffer.
Too many of us have romanticised the
library experience, with all of these
mystical fantasies that we’re going to go
there and look cool and smart, and that
we’re going to go there and study. Can we
take a second to remember that libraries
exclusively exist for either finishing
your assignment the day that it’s due, or
frantically cramming for your midterm
in two hours. They’re not for fucking
around and writing out notes, increasing
your understanding of the course, or even
reading textbooks which will probably
not apply to your course anyways. I guess
people build up this fantasy of having a
real work ethic over the summer and have
to get it out at some point.
In the month of September every frosh
believes that they can’t work in their

quiet single bedroom in favour of going
to the library and taking up seats from
unsuspecting fourth years who live an
hour off of campus. And they may even
be productive at first. They’ll be brushing
up their first year course knowledge,
essentially just highschool review, and
eventually even get an A on their first
quiz. Then they may even gain some
confidence and, while they’re there the
majority of the day, think they might as
well watch grey’s anatomy to see which
doctors fuck and die or whatever. This will
slowly lead to less work being done and
even more wasted seats. However, as the
weather gets colder and they experience
burnout from studying highschool review
material for 8 hours a day at the library,
Stauffer will be an empty wasteland of
“premed” students and upper years
cramming for their tests minutes before
as nature intended.
What all these rosy-cheeked first years
in Stauf don’t understand is that some
of us actually have assignments to finish
that we put off until 15 minutes before
a deadline. We don’t have time to walk
up and down the aisles of hardworking
students busily clicking away at their little
laptops looking for a seat. The saddest
part is that one day these rowdy frosh will
be in the exact same position of the rest of

the upper years. They’ll be tired and old,
slowly hobbling through the floors off
stauffer hopelessly trying to find a seat
not taken up by someone born in 2008.
The continuation of this disastrous cycle
is enough to put a tear in my eye.
Thankfully there is a solution to this
problem that may finally break the cycle.
Go to Douglas. I know, I know, Douglas
is disgusting; the lighting feels artificial
and dull, and it maintains the ability to
make it feel like you’re in a basement even
at the top floor. The carpets look like the
sidewalks of Aberdeen the day after St.
Patrick’s day. It is disheartening to hear,
but if enough of us go to the shithole,
backwater armpit of Queen’s Campus
known as Douglas Library, some of us
will have the luxury of peace and quiet
afforded to us by Stauffer. Or we could
just kick the frosh out.
I hope you have all become a worse
person after reading this.

Get Gasslight Gatekeep Girlbossing and Invest in G-Coin

Girlies, we have for too long been pushed
down by the mansplain manipulate
manwives, forced to listen in on their
commie conversations filled with anticommie propaganda, but no longer
shall we comply! Gals, we’ve gotta push
through to the top, and how else but to
invest in G-coin! G-coin is the hottest
cryptocurrency to date, pumping and
dumping itself up to the top! Live in
luxury and watch your world expand
as you become the business woman of
your dreams. Rock your pinstripe pencil
skirts or girlboss your way into a pantsuit,
proud and strong as you click clack your
heels down the streets of the student
suburbs. I know you’ve all been itching
to get rid of some of that extra weight
that’s been following you around, well
besties, G-coin is the solution for you!
Become a financially independent queen
and get rid of that 237 Lb sack of shit you

call a husband you’ve been leaching off
of for years! No need to fantasize about
putting your pretty little hands on his
goiter and squeeze until his eyes bulge
out of his skull, just cope healthily and
invest your time and money into G-coin!
G-coin absolutely changed my life besties!
I used to have 3 walnuts to my name, an
amethyst D20, and anger issues, nothing
more, but that all changed when I put my
money toward making even more money!
My first two husbands (who still have not
been found, legally I cannot say anything
more on the matter) never believed in me
to start Girlbossing and make my own
money from the comfort of my home, but
look at me now! On my fourth marriage,
no prenup! I am living my best life, girlies,
and you can too! Join me on this journey of
self-love, self-discovery, and self-pleasure
and invest in G-coin today! G-coin made
me the hardworking, strong, girlboss
queen bestie that I am now. Don’t beat
yourself up, beat yourself off to some good
ol’ fashioned investments. I know it’s icky
funky yuck when a man tells you about
his crypto wallet and goes on about all the
stocks he’s invested in, but besties, when
a girly girl does it, it’s girl bossing and
powerful! Show off YOUR massive cock
and intimidate the men in your life by
gatekeeping G-coin and gaslighting your
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Editorial
by Haneen Saleem
Hello girlies, gals, and non-binary pals!
I see you there, sad, restless, longing for
purpose and meaning in your life. I know
you ache for something special to be
blessed with. Well, today is your lucky day
friends! Say goodbye to frozen Swanson
dinners and crying on your bathroom
floor! Look to the sky and sigh in relief as
you live the lavish life of a girlboss.
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sugar daddies! Invest in G-coin and end
your sadness. Fight the patriarchy! Getting
catcalled? Invest in G-coin! Getting paid
less than your male colleagues? Invest in
G-coin! Feeling like society has literally
been formed to be against you and as a
woman as we have to work 30x as hard
to be considered equal to men who laugh
at farts and smell like ketchup while
simultaneously being expected to carry
out everyday “womanly” tasks and
making sure that we aren’t too aggressive
but also not too passive because we can’t
let people walk over us but if we don’t
we’re seen as bitchy? Invest in G-coin!

This editorial is dedicated to Douglas
library. Idk wtf Jacob is talking about
it’s literally THE spot on campus to be.
Harry Potter Reading Room? Nut. Invest
in G-coin girlies!

The opinions expressed herein are not necessarily
those of the advertisers or Queen’s Engineering
Society or of its members. Unless otherwise stated,
all submitted material is the property of Golden Words
and is reviewed by the editors in accordance with
the 2020-2021 editorial policy, which is available
on request. The editors reserve the right to make
final editing decisions. Any informal complaints or
issues regarding the content of this paper should be
forwarded to the editors. For our formalized complaint
policy please visit the EngSoc website. Any formal
complaints or issues should be forwarded to Julia
Newcombe, Chair of the Advisory Board, at board@
engsoc.queensu.ca. All issues will be dealt with within
one week. If the complainant, the editors or the chair
are not content with the proposed solution, a meeting
of the Golden Words Editorial Review Board will be
convened. Please contact the editors at goldenwords.
eds@engsoc.queensu,ca to lodge a comment or
informal complaint. Golden Words is not intended for
persons under the age of 18. Golden Words is written
on the Queen’s University main campus. Historically,
this land was occupied by the Haudenosaunee and
Anishinaabe First Nations Peoples.
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Election Result: Nothing Fundamentally
Changes

*Editor’s Note: Due to Golden Words writing schedule, this article was written before polls opened on September 20th*
OTTAWA - Another election cycle has come to pass and Justin Trudeau’s
Liberal Party has formed another minority government, leading to calls of
“Why did we have to do this in the middle of a pandemic”, and “You literally still had 3 years left in your term” from the public. Indeed, in a time of
such worldwide upheaval with the imminent threat of climate change catastrophes and recent rallies against racial injustice, this election sends a bold
message to Canadians everywhere: “This is ﬁne everything is ﬁne you’re
overreacting the emperor totally has clothes please stop asking questions”.
Trudeau himself seemed pleased with the victory. “Man it would suck if I
didn’t win this thing after a Golden Words writer hyped me up like this,”
he said in front of supporters at the Palais des Congres in Montreal. “That
would be pretty fucking embarrasing.”
New opposition leader Erin O’Toole was disappointed with the outcome,
but found some silver linings in the result. “The Liberals are still gonna
build pipelines and subsidize the oil companies just like we were, so I can’t
feel too hard done by,” he said. “I’m just disappointed we couldn’t be slightly more homophobic while we did it.”
PPC Leader Maxime Bernier declined to comment when Golden Words
reached out, instead turning us over to a PPC spokesperson who referred to
both the Conservative and Liberal parties as “cucked”. They also said that
the new government “threatened to destroy Canadian values”, and “should
go back to where it came from” after hearing it was a minority government.
At his post-election speech, Bloc Québécois leader Yves-François Blanchet
gave a passionate recap in front of supporters. “Enﬁn, nous nous lèverons et
mettre ﬁn à l’oppression souﬀert aux les mains de ces sales Anglos!” he said
to the jubilant crowd. “Nous marchons à l’aube vers Ottawa pour exiger
notre libération!”
Jagmeet Singh was not available for comment, having been found violently
sobbing in the corner after receiving 8 electoral seats from 25% of the popular vote due to tactical voting in swing ridings. He now faces the task of
ﬁnding a new NDP leader for the next election, who will convince themselves that this time will be diﬀerent and people are ﬁnally actually sick of
the Liberal-Conservative duopoly.

- The Artist Formerly Known As Don Cherry’s Tailor
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Queen’s Journal Ruined Golden Words
Has anyone noticed that the Journal can do in person stuﬀ and Golden
Words can’t? Have you noticed that you can’t get into Clark Hall for Ritual?
We have too. After a month of hardcore and sexy investigative journalism,
we found out who is behind this atrocity. The evidence suggests through
our forensic reconstructions that every single writer from the Journal, our
rival news publication, took a giant fat dookie in the middle of the Clark
hall lounge. All like 5 to ten of them broke into the residence and took massive dumps on couches, beer bottles, and even Golden Words Merch.
The smell is one I cannot quite explain. Shit smeared all over the walls, the
ceilings, smothered in all the binds dating back to the ﬁrst ever GW paper.
Golden Words writers were heartbroken when they heard the news that,
until the oﬃce is fully sterilized, in-person pressnites will not occur as the
shit would be considered an occupational hazard and could leave writers
incredibly sick (especially if any of the fecal matter were to be ingested). No
one will be able to drink the sweet nectar of the Clark Hall taps until someone gets to wiping.
DNA evidence places every single one of the Journal writers, editors, and
fans at the scene, and forensic analysis shows that each of them went to
an all you can eat chilli fest the days before. The sheer volume of it suggests each person hasn’t shit for months, suggesting premeditation. This
is a crime that cannot go unpunished and un-retaliated against. Since the
university is in the expansive pocket of the Queen’s Journal Estate, one of
the largest economies in the free world, the only way to retaliate is with
poop. Thousands have already struck out in protest and have taken every
Journal publication to wipe their asses as a symbolic victory. Sadly, that is
what every journal publication was already used for, so this only increased
their readership.
The valiant editors of Golden Words Incorporated had tried their best to
convince the EngSoc board to allow them to resume pressnites, stating
“[their] writers are already used to living amongst fecal matter,” and that
“[they] have all grown familiar to the smells, textures, and feelings associated with phat poopies, therefore this targeted attack should not halt [their]
plans.” Unfortunately, Boonjoomoon Colld (Keymaster of EngSoc) only responded “lol write an article about it then” shortly after the editors of The
Queen’s Journal paid him oﬀ. This has left the editors sad and worried, but
more motivated than ever to scrub away all the dookie from every crevice
of the oﬃce once they are supplied with the keys.

- Active “QJ” Brand Toilet Paper User

CDC Reports Widespread Adoption of Ass Eating Only Way to Stop Covid-19 in the Long Term
As the new sigma-pi-delta variant
continues to rip through the population of frat boys and sorority girls,
hope is something we all need in
these trying times. Fortunately,
the CDC has released a report that
gives a small ray of relief to all of
those who have been aﬀected by the
pandemic. The report reads that the
only way to stop covid-19 and its
variants in the long term is to ditch
missionary sex and start eating ass.
This change comes as a hard subject
to a lot of people who love to have
their silly midwestern missionary
sex, but the aerosolized contact of two people looking at eachother in a
kind of weirdly intimate and creepy way is a hotbread for disease spread.
A way to signiﬁcantly lower the rates of infection is doggy-style, but even
that’s not perfect. CDC researches have posited that ass eating is the safest
form of sex as the cheeks can form a protective barrier to stop areosolized
gasses, and can even form a mask more eﬀective than a K-N95 if that booty
be poppin enough. The report states that a transition to ass-eating will be
able to bring covid to a halt by christmas.

However, there are already perverted people not willing to go ass in and
are addicted to their almost incestuous and uncomfortable missionary sex.
These anti-assers hold looking into their loved one’s eyes while they’re
four inch deep is more important than the safety of others, society, and
even your big fat momma. The vast majority of people who will be having
sex with your big fat momma will accept the cdc guidelines and eat her
ass, but a loud minority of these people are not willing to give up missionary sex with her. The press is still waiting on a statement from your big fat
momma to see how she plans to address this issue in the future.
The report states that we may only have to have hot anal-oral sex for a
year until covid is completely destroyed, but the perverted anti-assers will
make this diﬃcult because their continued disobedience of guidelines can
bring those who are most eﬀective to their knees, and not even in a hot
way. Please, the next time you think you need to look your partner in their
face while getting rawed by them, think of those who are at most risk, and
turn yo ass around.

- The Platypus Controlling You
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AOC Steals Met Gala
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Can You Beat the Golden Words Snake Highscore?
No, you litterally cant, you
have no chance of even
making it to snake regionals. You really think you’re
gonna be the next ssssssssssnake star? Well guess what
snake buddy you’re never
gonna be the snake guy
who is gonna snake blow
everysnake away and get
to snake nationals. Golden
Words Snake snake-team
has trained every day to
be the best snake players in ssssssssschool and
you have no chance snake
buddy, snake friend, ssnake pal. Not happening
slitheroo. You have not a
chance in this snake-riddled earth to be the next
snake big snake player and
slither on up to the snake
international? That is fucking slitheringly snake insane! You think you have
an aﬃnity for snake apples,
well guess what us snake
golden words snake snake
team snakers eat 25 apples
a day to keep snakes like
you away.

- Golden Words
Snake Team

Golden Words Releases Latest Pump and Dump Scam, Please Please Please Buy It Only Goes Up
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Not Sure if Your Drugs Are Safe?
Send Em’ to Us and We’ll Test Em

Page 5

Thank You For Your Submissions!!
This One Really Moved Us

What’s In
Your
Crackpipe?

We do coke, crack, hooch, black tar
heroin, and moonshine
(please don’t send us fentanyl, one of us is
allergic :( !!)

Thank you so much for all of your submissions. There were so many good
ones but this one was the best by far. It was heartwarming and inspirational
and it reminded us that no matter the facial hair or language we speak (or
parler for those inclined) we all can come together to a common goal. For
that, we thank you.
Send us more at goldenwords.eds@engsoc.queensu.ca

GOLDEN WORDS
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O-Week Transitions to O-Shit-Week

Faces of Zoom

It’s that time of year again when O-week transitions into O-shit week.
Having terrorized the streets of Kingston with drunk antics for two
weeks straight, Queens students are finally settling into the school
year. With this comes the realization that we actually have to do work,
hence the name O-shit week.

Unless you have been living under a rock for the last year and a half, which
is probably the safest place to be at this point, you are almost certainly familiar with the video chatting app Zoom, which we all know and love. Some
might feel like they know it all a little too well and others are still unsure
how they turned themself into a cat during a meeting with their boss. It’s
been great for introverts who dread human interaction and would move to
a deserted island if it didn’t involve dealing with a real estate agent.
From university students to business professionals, we have all seen many
interesting characters on the app, each with their own “special” personality.
Some of which make you glad you will never have to meet in person. While
there were many great personalities, let’s see who made the highlight reel.
Every Zoom call has this one guy, always adjusting Adam who can’t quite
position his camera right, every angle is just horrible. Nobody wants to see
your receding hairline, spinach in your teeth or if you have any bats in the
cave. Next up is business on the top party on the bottom Bobby. He seems
pretty normal rocking his 3-piece suit until he stands up to grab a coffee and
flashes everyone with his Hello Kitty boxers…and he swears they were a
gift. Then there is Bobby’s cousin who has a slight drinking problem, hangover Harry. Unlike Bobby he brings his coffee mug at the start of meetings,
only it is filled with a little bit of whiskey, since you can’t be hungover if you
are still drunk. Another popular personality is cat on the keyboard Karrie,
who swears her furry friend is the best thing that happened to her throughout all of quarantine. Or at least until the cat accidently sent pictures from
the office Christmas afterparty that you can never unsee. Last but not least
is outdoor zoomer Zack, who claims he works better when the sun is shining and the wind is blowing, but his microphone sounds like he is chewing
Styrofoam. His wi-fi connection is so bad his messages would arrive faster
by carrier pigeon.
Despite the drawbacks of online learning, it has taught us all one thing. Going to school is kind of like getting a hand job…it’s good, but you can watch
a couple videos on the internet and do it yourself for free.

With poisoned livers and dishes piled to the ceiling, students everywhere are logging into OnQ for the first time. With this comes the
panic of realizing you already have two assignments due, a quiz the
next day, and in person 8:30’s that you can’t watch from bed. On top
of that, you missed the add/drop deadline and now you’re stuck in
classes you’re already failing.
Luckily, classes aren’t even at the top of your O-shit list because you
forgot to pay tuition and it burns when you pee. So, if you’re like most
students, you’re freaking out right now. Then again there are some
who choose to keep O-week alive and decide to push back the OnQ
login another week. To those people, we salute you but are also terribly worried for you.
This O-shit week marks the beginning of the academic school year,
and it’s only going to get worse from here. So, if you’re reading this
and you know you’ve got school to attend to, bills to pay, and STI’s to
battle, this is your sign to get your shit together. On behalf of Golden
Words, we believe in you, make that step and login to OnQ.

- Lightning McQueen

- G-Money

How to Spot a Frosh

GoldenWords v Queens Quidditch

It’s the end of September, which means you can no longer identify the silly
frosh by the multicolour bracelets on their silly frosh arms which grant them
access to their silly frosh events. If you suspect you may see a wild frosh in
public, observe their behaviour and take note of any of the following:

Skirmishes have broken out all across campus as Golden Words Readers and
Queen’s Quidditch Gamers continue to feud over which club is the best. The feud
began last weekend when GoldenWords editors Haneen Saleem and Jacob Bellini
posted a “funny haha meme” depicting the difference between a society with only
Golden Words vs a society with Queen’s Quidditch.

Frosh like to travel in packs and can be most often observed in groups of
three or more. They tend to roam in packs to conceal their froshiness, however, it tends to have the opposite effect. Why they continue to do this is still
unclear.
Lanyards hanging out of frosh pockets are a dead giveaway. They like to
display them to reveal that they have their own keys to their own room and
don’t live with their parents anymore! Further studies are being done to
determine whether or not frosh use this to show each other that they live in
res (however, more funding is needed… come on Queen’s, we’re doing the
work of the people).
If you see anyone walking around with a Booster Juice, they are most definitely a frosh. Frosh are the only ones willing to spend their Flex or TAMS
on them. Additionally, these frosh in particular depict poor judgement of
TAM usage, another classic characteristic. Wasting a TAM on a smoothie?
Get yourself to Lazy and exercise better judgement. Shame on you.
Frosh can often be observed pulling up to Alfred St. after being directed to
Albert St., and vice versa. They often get these mixed up as they are out of
their usual habitat range! Anything in the ghetto is a strange, new world to
them. Silly frosh!
You are reading this article right now. Every single one of these points is
common knowledge to every single upper year, so the only reason you have
to be actually reading this right now is if you’re a frosh trying to learn what
not to do. Gott’em!
Good luck and welcome home,

- Every Upper Year Ever

The meme was punching down on the beloved queen’s club that works to bring the
magic of J.K Rowling’s Harry Potter to real life, insinuating a society with Queen’s
Quidditch is less developed, even hell-like, in comparison to one with GW. When
asked about the meme, Haneen Saleem responded “I say what I want, when I want,
and however I want to. I’m just a Girl Boss like that.” Jacob Bellini has refused to
comment on the situation.
I had the pleasure of interviewing members of The Queen’s Quidditch Team who,
at the time, had been spending time in their Quidditch Qommune, tending to the
tomato vines. “We are a peaceful people,” commented the team’s keeper, “we are
just working our hardest to prep for the NQL and get our team up in the leagues!
I’m sure Golden Words didn’t mean to hurt us in any way. We are here to mend ties
and make friends, not start wars with our peers.”
An anonymous Queen’s U Dean and pro-golden words vigilante has begun setting fires to the Quidditch fields on campus, leaving loving fans confused and sad,
disheartened by the smoke. Previous reports from the dean revealed his modus
operandi for his operations against Queens Quidditch is to use The Journal Papers
as kindling to set their brooms and fields ablaze stating that he is “killing two birds
with one stone.”
Protests have struck out as students try hard to keep the Queen’s Quiditch Qommune safe from fire-related attacks, but the fate of the club is yet to be set in stone.
Haneen Saleem tweeted to her trauma dump private twitter page: “we here at the
Best club on campUs definitely do not suppoRt what has happeNed here, neiTher
HavE we collaborated with, or planned out the Field fIrEs with ke- I mean.. the
criminaL. Definitely not what So ever.” and that there are “no codes in my tweets.”

- Steven Harper’s Second Half-Cousin
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Sometimes I Think
About...
Sometimes I think about the stars
at night
Sometimes I think about the
moon
Sometimes I wonder how black
holes work
But there’s one hole I know how
to use

GOLDEN WORDS
Requiem for a
fleshlight: tales from the
bedside drawer: Volume
1 (sample draft 2)
Haunted by the rains
Sick from the smell
It’s dark, then I see the light
As I am taken out
And pumped with manhood.
I feel the sweat

I imagine the soft embrace of a
woman’s touch
Sometimes I think about auberThe thought soothes me
gines
To be loved by a woman
How funny they are to me!
In my free time i’d rather think
about
While in the hands of a man.
I am not a toy to be used and
Yummy peaches and cream!
thrown away
I am a fleshlight
Sometimes I ponder what it’s like
to love
I imagine being kissed on my face
I crave the feeling of being hugged
Treasure me.
I crave that soft embrace
Pleasure me.
Sometimes I think about going
home to bed
Selfcare is all I need!
Sometimes I daydream about
snuggling up
Just my laptop, my fleshlight,
and me!

- Jer&me
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First Names That Exist That I Think Are Bad
or at Least Could Be Better
The first name I think that should be altered is Christopher. We get it, your parents
read a few pages from the bible, and they are immensely uncreative. Let’s take out
the T. That leaves us with Chrisopher. Next, we should throw in a Q somewhere in
there because that’s festive. Chrisquopher. See? Look how more exciting that name
is now. “Chrisquopher.” Rolls off the tongue.
The next name I would like to change is Matthew. Pretty boring if you ask me! This
stupid name can be better with more pizzaz. I say we slap a 2 on the end of it. Matthew2. How exciting is that!? Pretty sure this name is also biblical.
Next on our roster is Jonathan. If your name is Jonathan, honestly, you suck. You
should make your name better by removing every vowel from it. Congratulations,
your name is now Jnthn. Now we’re gonna add some different vowels, and maybe
also another J. That gives us Junuthujn. What’s up Junuthujn!!
We’re taking a look at a lil diddy called “Calvin” now. Could use some reorganization quite frankly. Let’s take each letter and put them in reverse order. That gives us
“Nivlac” !!! So fun! Enjoy your new name, Nivlac!
I think it’s time to direct our attention to one of my least favorite names: Jeremy. If
I recall correctly, the name isn’t biblical, but that doesn’t make it any better. If any
Jeremy’s are out there, don’t worry. Your entire existence is about to be improved
tenfold. Your new name is now “Jere&my”, but you have to pronounce “ampersand” along with everything else. So like “Jereampersandmy” but you have to spell
it “Jere&my.”
Let’s take a look at the name “Hannah.” This name is a crime against humanity.
If your name is Hannah, I implore you to conduct some self reflection. Since your
name is so terrible, I’m going to add a T to the beginning to change it as dramatically as possible. That gives us “Thannah.” Way to go, Thannah! Maybe you won’t
hurt so many people now that your ego is finally in check.
Last on the list is “Samantha.” Just seems too vanilla for me. We’ll change it to “Salamanda” because that sounds way more cool. Enjoy!

- Felicia Fleshlight

- Munky Zunkle

Gary Vee, Trials, Tribulations, Love and Hate - A Commentary
I keep watching different people write these super long inspirational
posts or even taking 5-10 minutes on IGTV to say something that is supposed to be 1-2 sentences. They talk so much about improving yourself
and personal growth, well this is my response, “If you really wanted
to better yourself, you’d find a better way to explain things in less time
rather than taking half hour to talk about one thing.” How are you so
bad at doing the very stuff you’re talking about? Bettering yourself in
one facet of your life, which is boiling inspirational shit down. And then
you have people listening to all this and being like, “Holy shit. That was
so inspirational and life-changing. My god my life is going to change.”
The person is just saying the same shit just in different words and longer
sentences! People actually pay money for this shit. Some of you are going to say that we should commend the people brave enough to go to
these events and listen...bullshit. You know why it’s bullshit? I’m more
impressed with the person speaking because somehow they managed
to fool the shit out of everyone into thinking they know so much about
life and they’re sharing when they’re only 42. They’re pretty much forcing their mid-life crisis onto other people, and telling what other people
should do to avoid the mid-life crisis they’re in right now. Basic psychology duh. Oh shit I guess me saying all this makes me qualified to be a
DIY psychologist.
That’s basically what they’re trying to be. A person who thinks they
know shit, but who really doesn’t know shit in the form of a DIY Psychologist. And boom I just psychoanalyzed the shit out of that. You know
what? Fuck that. I’m going to use my self-given DIY Psychology degree
to be an inspirational speaker! And you know what’s even more insane,
I could go on IG rn, have a major epiphany about my life on IG live,

and then so many people are gonna start seeing as this all knowing god.
Because that’s how people are treating Gary Vee! Yeah people see as an
all knowing god. People are getting so caught up with what’s the best
thing to do, and rather than actually acting on the task at hand, they’re
like, “You know what? I should read Gary Vee’s book.” What?! Really?!
I swear to god literally every inspirational speech is him saying you’re
wrong as fuck, I know what I’m really talking about. And the thing about
inspirational speeches is that they always start out by saying something
along the lines of “hey this is what works for me. You don’t have to buy
everything I’m saying.” And then five seconds in, they’re like, “You gotta
do it this way. Or you’re going to be fucked for life. Your spouse is going to want to kill you, your kids are going to hate you, you’ll never win,
you’ll never get far, hell even your own dog won’t look at you…” And….
That’s how that shit usually goes.
When you really boil it down to what they’re really saying, its the same
most fundamental shit you hear over and over again. For instance, “time
can’t be recycled” that translates to, “Don’t waste time.” “you only have
one life, don’t waste time” translated to “Don’t waste time.” Also saying
you only have one life is just stating the obvious because...why wouldn’t
you have one life? They’re basically thinking, “You already knew all this
stuff, but I’m going to say it anyway only in a bunch of big ass words.”

- Savage

